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A primary pathway for the southern-originated waters (Antarctic Bottom Water and Circumpolar Deep Water) is 
through the Fracture Zones (Fz) of the Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR) that connects the Crozet Basin in the 
Southern Ocean to the Madagascar Basin in the South Indian Ocean.  Atlantis II Fz is considered the main AABW 
conduit into the Indian Ocean (IO), accounting for 20-30% of the total IO meridional overturning circulation. The 
other Fz contributions are unknown. In May 2023, the Deep Madagascar Basin (DMB) Experiment was 
implemented to understand the abyssal pathways to and in the Madagascar Basin, how abyssal temperature 
varies in the basin interior, and the effects of the tortuous seafloor topography in steering the abyssal flows

Distinct from the pilot arrays and future global program, the DMB floats are obtaining profiles at a much higher frequency 
(3-5 days), with an enhanced vertical resolution of 5 dbar below 3000 dbar, and parked at a depth where regional 
currents are overall weak to avoid the floats dispersing. It is important to highlight that to conserve float batteries, the Deep 
SOLOs operate in dual vertical sampling mode: continuous in the upper layer when the float is descending most rapidly and 
discrete at slower descent speeds in the deep layers. Also distinct from the regional arrays, the DMB floats operate over a 
very rough topography, where the global relief databases are not as accurate

Here, we discuss the lessons learned from our three Deep SOLO floats 
(rated to 6000 dbar) deployed in the exit of three SWIR Fz as part of the 
DMB Experiment

Salinity Issues & Calibration
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Sp = counts*gain - offset
Gain = 1/1000 and offset =1

Data compression 

Thus, salinity scale resolution is is 0.001 
At 5dbar vertical resolution, truncation to 
3rd decimal place results in a noisy salinity 
profile (but not in temperature), 
increasing density inversion

To mitigate the salinity noise, we applied 
Barker and McDougall (2017) 

Navigating over rough terrain 1

3 Deep SOLO Argo floats
77 CTD/LADCP/tracer stations 
22 deep RAFOS floats in the DWBC
Augmented by 113 GO-SHIP stations 
(2018-2023)

DMB Assets

DMB Cruise  April 9 to May 13, 2023 

Float minus global data set

In 50-60 % of the casts, the float 
touched the seafloor (black 
triangles), but no damage

Key Points 3

Calibrated salinity meets the Deep 
Argo target accuracy

New abyssal ventilation source (Novara 
Fz) to the Madagascar Basin and solved 

the 50-year-old Melville puzzle


